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Q&A
What are your Pronouns and how do you Identify?
My pronouns are She/they in drag and he/she/they out of drag. Identi-
fy as non-binary genderfluid,  as I’m not afraid to express and embrace 
my femininity while also still feeling comfortable as a male. Gender in 
general isn’t really something I concern myself too much with.

How would you describe your drag?
My drag is polished, pastel, and pretty :) lots of bright pastel colors, 
fur, feathers, and crystals. My strengths include my looks and per-
formance ability because once I hit that stage all eyes are on me. I will 
never not be the sparkliest b*tch in the room ;) 

Who/what inspires your drag?
My drag is very inspired by anime, high fashion, and psychedelics. I love 
taking something cutesy, fuzzy and girly and adding my own edge to it 
by making it sexy/fashionable.

What are your 3 favorite songs to perform?
Madhouse - Kimbra
Julia - SZA
Give me tonight - Shannon 

Favorite thing about drag?
My favorite thing about drag is not only the special treatment being 
out, but being able to perform for a crowd and really get the party 
started. Having the ability to put a smile on someone’s face and liven 
up an audience just by being there and looking amazing really is grat-
ifying on its own. Also, being able to feel my true fantasy and MY most 
powerful form of myself makes Me feel unstoppable.



Describe the LA drag scene
The LA drag scene is very divided by a lot of the old and new queens. 
We are very much apart of the new wave of upcoming drag queens and 
have to pave our own way because not all queens with shows are open 
to letting us be apart of their work. I have so much love for all my fel-
low drag artists that are open and supportive though bc there is still 
definitely a lot of love from queens to go around and I’m grateful for 
my community, alThough changes must be made!

Who’s a queen that you look up to?
A queen I look up to is Jessica messica , as I am incredibly inspired by her 
drag and artistry. I strive to be able to have the  amount of talent she 
has to put into my artistry. She definitely sets a goal for me to work 
towards.

-Guido
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Q&A
What are your Pronouns and how do you Identify?
My name is Muñeca, I go by she/her pronouns. I am binary trans 
woman. 

How would you describe your drag?
My drag is very chola meets glamour with a bit of edge and 
grace. I love to perform and really bringing a song to life,  but 
also telling a story with my movements and emotions. 

Who/what inspires your drag?
What inspired me to do drag was the creativity, putting all my 
artistic skills into one but through teaching myself how to 
perfect my drag it taught me so much about myself and how I 
felt in drag. Then I was inspiring myself because of how far I’ve 
come with drag and my own personal life. 

3 fav songs to perform to
does anything Beyoncé count? lol
Si Una Vez by Selena
I Am The Body Beautiful by Salt & Peppa

Favorite thing about drag?
lip syncs, I love a great performance especially when the per-
former really knows the songs, emotes, and has ENERGY!



Describe the LA drag scene
the LA drag scene is a mix of many different types of people 
from everywhere because so many transplants. You get a 
taste of everything when it’s not in WEHO. 

Who’s a queen that you look up to?
That’s tough because many have come 
to disappoint me through the years. 
BUT FOR ME, it’s any trans woman that 
still does drag .

-Muneca
The Doll
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Q&A
What are your Pronouns and how do you Identify?
My pronouns are they/she and sometimes he but usually not 
LOL. I identify as a gender non conforming/ non binary drag 
artist!

How would you describe your drag?
I would describe Koke as blonde, loud, slutty, and funny. 
Whereas some girls are simply sexy or ugly and hilarious, Koke 
takes all aspects of drag/performance and puts them togeth-
er! YES my titties are out, but I’m also doing a comedy set and 
killing it!! Truly a multifaceted queen.

Who/what inspires your drag?
Blonde bombshells, my mom, my homegirls from high school, 
madonna, Beyonce, lady gaga, playboy, black women of the 
90s/00s, mugler/dior/gaultier/runways etc, harajuku cul-
ture, carrie Bradshaw, and RUPAUL!

What are your 3 favorite songs to perform?
Baby Got Back- Sir Mix a Lot
Deja Vu- Beyonce
Anything off the Fame Monster or L.A.M.B.

Favorite thing about drag?
My favorite thing about drag is the courage it gives you. 
You can do or say anything when you have your superhero 
costume on. Thats what drag is for me. Its everything.



Describe the LA drag scene
although I love being a working girl in Los Angeles, there is 
a lot of flaw within the community. Lots of older queens or 
pageant queens like to gatekeep gigs, payment, and bookings. 
I love the girls who get my vision and the vision of my friends 
but I think our community has definetly gotten more divided 
due to different ideas when it comes to drag. Even though that 
sounds bad, California is HUGE so a big part is due to having 
such a diverse group of queens and kings. Its dope, everyone 
loves LA!

Who’s a queen that you look up to?
ALL MY TRANS SISTERS, Jessica Messica, Bibi Discoteca, Rudeness 
(Queen of Angels), CHER, BEYONCE, GAGA, Rupaul, Bob the Drag 
Queen, violet chachki, Trixie Mattel, Roxxy Andrews, Alyssa 
Edwards, + too many too think of!

-Koke
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Q&A
What are your Pronouns and how do you Identify?
I’m a non binary latinx person, my pronouns are he/they but if I 
got a wig or a lash on she/her.

How would you describe your drag?
Colorful, fitted, animated, and fun to look at. I take inspira-
tion from the late 70s, the 80s and 90’s high fashion. There is 
always an element of Latina flair in my work because I come 
from a Mexican background (Guadalajara & Juarez) and I’m 
very proud of it. My drag is truly a product of my environment 
from where I was to what I was watching. 

Who/what inspires your drag?
My drag is inspired by Rebellious women who defy stereotypes 
and are unapologetically themselves.Bold female icons from 
movies and music inspire my look. The bad ass older Prima who 
dropped out of college and started stripping? Sedusa Richman 
is a reflection of all of that.  

What are your 3 favorite songs to perform?
Glamorous life -  Sheila E 
Got my Number -  Kim Petras 
Me Myself & I - Beyoncé 
(Anything inspiring uplifting and energetic unless I’m heart-
broken then y’all getting ballads up the ass)



Favorite thing about drag?
There are no rules, I can do whatever I want, and I’m the edi-
tor/directior/stylist and makeup artist to my own celebrity. 
While it can be totally time consuming and takes a lot of ener-
gy,  the pay off is always rewarding.

Describe the LA drag scene
This answer will vary upon who you ask. When I started the 
scene was and still is cut throat. There’s an unspoken hierar-
chy youre expected to abide by but slowly and definitely surly 
the artist who are coming up at the same time as us are creat-
ing a new sense of unity in the scene. 

Who’s a queen that you look up to?
A Queen I look up to is my biological 
sister / Drag Mother Fantasy. She 
taught me to have a back bone and 
never fear anything but fear itself. 
She’s a style icon, a trail blazer, and 
my rock I seriously wouldn’t 
be myself or even here 
without her. Purr. 

-Sedusa
RichMan
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Q&A
What are your Pronouns and how do you Identify?
My pronouns are she/they. 

How would you describe your drag?
I would describe my drag as loud, irreverent and gothy. I’m not 
afraid to come out in a glamorous outfit or even just jean 
shorts and a trash bag. When I’m in drag I feel very powerful. 

Who/what inspires your drag?
My drag is an amalgamation of my love for queer culture, mu-
sic and my love for the maternal figures of my life. Everytime I 
dress up as Die Anna, I feel that kind of energy in my veins. 

What are your 3 favorite songs to perform?
I don’t have a favorite song to perform in drag necessarily but 
I am usually a fan of ballads, sad girl anthems and alternative 
r&b music. 

Favorite thing about drag?
My favorite thing about being a drag artist is that I’m not limit-
ed in the way I can express myself. although I’m a pretty femme 
presenting person out of drag in my day to day life as a trans 
woman, I feel a particular strength in being this character. 
She uplifts me everyday. 



Describe the LA drag scene
The LA drag scene is interesting because it’s really a bunch of 
smaller drag communities that are fairly insulated and don’t 
interact much. If I had it my way, we would break down the bar-
riers put in place by the older generations and throw us in a 
blender. We all have some things to learn as drag performers 
and different perspectives can always help in the long run. It 
is difficult to see the progress when so many 
people’s problematic beliefs are holding 
us back. 

Who’s a queen that you look up to?
I look up to Calypso Jetè-Balmain, a shining
example of being an excellent trans 
woman, drag artist and performer who is 
a trailblazer across Southern 
California. She makes me feel like my 
dreams are a little more attainable 
whether big or small. 

-Die Anna
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Q&A
What are your Pronouns and how do you Identify?
I identify as gender Nonconforming (my pronouns being they/
them). To me, that means I don’t identify as a man nor woman, 
but an entity. Long story short, I exist

How would you describe your drag?
Serena Infiniti is a Dancing, Comedy Queen with an Urban Aes-
thetic and a deep personal investment to her African Ameri-
can heritage. It’s all about production value when it comes to 
me. You’re never not gonna be entertained

Who/what inspires your drag?
My biggest inspiration in drag is Beyonce Giselle Knowles-Car-
ter solely for her stage presence. Others would be Tamar 
Braxton, Teyana Taylor, K. Michelle and Keke Palmer. Strong 
black women who put their art first.

What are your 3 favorite songs to perform?
Just Fine - Mary J. Blige 
100% Pure Love - Crystal Waters
A Deeper Love - Aretha Franklin 

I’m known for my dancing abilities, so anything upbeat (but 
still black)



Favorite thing about drag?
My favorite part of drag is the community aspect. Being to-
gether and vibing with eachother, sharing our art is the most 
fufilling part of all this.

Describe the LA drag scene
Doing drag in LA as a black queen is such an unnecessary uphill 
battle because you constantly have to prove yourself to a 
bunch of egotistical people who don’t know how to use their 
power for the betterment of our community. 

Who’s a queen that you look up to?
I look up to queens who understand
the struggle of earning respect 
whilst maintaining a level of
 professionalism. Ex, The Haus
 of Jeté. (Calypso Jeté, Kornbread 
Jeté, Kyra Jeté and my big sister 
Hershii Liqcour-Jeté)

-Serena-Serena
InfinitiInfiniti




